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Abstract—As mobile robots become more ubiquitous, their
deployments grow across use cases where GNSS positioning is
either unavailable or unreliable. This has led to increased interest
in multi-modal relative localization methods. Complementing
onboard odometry, ranging allows for relative state estimation,
with ultra-wideband (UWB) ranging having gained widespread
recognition due to its low cost and centimeter-level out-of-box
accuracy. Infrastructure-free localization methods allow for more
dynamic, ad-hoc, and flexible deployments, yet they have received
less attention from the research community. In this work, we
propose a cooperative relative multi-robot localization where we
leverage inter-robot ranging and simultaneous spatial detections
of objects in the environment. To achieve this, we equip robots
with a single UWB transceiver and a stereo camera. We propose
a novel Monte-Carlo approach to estimate relative states by
either employing only UWB ranges or dynamically integrating
simultaneous spatial detections from the stereo cameras. We
also address the challenges for UWB ranging error mitigation,
especially in non-line-of-sight , with a study on different LSTM
networks to estimate the ranging error. The proposed approach
has multiple benefits. First, we show that a single range is
enough to estimate the accurate relative states of two robots when
fusing odometry measurements. Second, our experiments also
demonstrate that our approach surpasses traditional methods
such as multilateration in terms of accuracy. Third, to increase
accuracy even further, we allow for the integration of cooperative
spatial detections. Finally, we show how ROS 2 and Zenoh can
be integrated to build a scalable wireless communication solution
for multi-robot systems. The experimental validation includes
real-time deployment and autonomous navigation based on the
relative positioning method.

Index Terms—Ultra-wideband; UWB; LSTM; Monte-Carlo;
Particle Filter; Relative State Estimation, Collaborative Local-
ization; Spatial Detection; Navigation;

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-wideband (UWB) ranging sensors offer low-cost and
centimeter-level out-of-the-box accuracy. UWB wireless radio
communication and ranging technology has been increasingly
penetrating the domain of mobile robotics, as well as wider
applications in the IoT, augmented reality and industrial use
cases, among others [1]. Indeed, UWB has gradually gained
attention in robotics and autonomous systems applications,
including UWB-based state estimation with and without fixed
infrastructure and UWB mesh sensor networks [2]. UWB
ranging has significant potential for relative state estimation
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Fig. 1: Conceptual diagram of the proposed particle filter for relative
localization fusing UWB ranges, robot odometry, and cooperative
spatial detections.

in multi-robot systems [3], [4], a crucial yet still challenging
research topic for multi-robot systems in GNSS-denied envi-
ronments. Accurate relative multi-robot localization serves as
the basis for collaborative tasks including search and rescue,
and terrain inspection, among others [5], [6].

State estimation based on the fusion of UWB and other
sensors or estimators, such as lidar odometry (LO) [7] and
visual-inertial odometry (VIO) [8], has been the subject of
numerous research efforts [5], [3], [9]. It is increasingly
acknowledged that LO and VIO, which focus on ego state
estimations, are among the most popular and reliable state
estimation techniques. However, porting these approaches to
multi-robot systems is often either computationally expensive
or complex to achieve in realistic scenarios [10], [11].

It is worth noting that UWB-based relative state estimation
does not aid only in GNSS-denied environments, but also
outdoors in situations where GNSS signals degrade [12], [13].
This can be extended to transitions of multi-robot systems
between indoor and outdoor environments.

Multi-robot localization methods, either independent or as
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part of collaborative SLAM processes, often use environment
features to adjust for potential drift or error in the relative
state estimation. Examples of this include work leveraging
rendezvous between the robots [14], or the optimization of
map matching or pose graphs [15]. Rather than considering
robots sensing each other’s position with additional sensors,
or optimizing raw sensor data matching, we argue that a more
widespread source of data is simultaneous visual sensing of
objects in the environment, as cameras are one of the most
common sensors in mobile robots. Therefore, we propose the
use of stereo cameras capable of spatial detections where
objects in the environment are detected and their 3D pose
identified with respect to each robot’s sensor. Through this
paper, we refer to this as cooperative spatial detections.

Our motivation is to provide a flexible relative multi-
robot localization method that can fuse odometry and ranging
measurements, with a minimum of just a single range, but
also incorporate cooperative spatial detections when available.
We therefore propose a sequential Monte Carlo optimization
approach to calculate the relative position among robots with
a particle filter (PF). Figure 1 shows a conceptual illustration
of the working mechanism and sensing modalities in the
proposed approach. We initially implement this approach and
experiment with a multi-robot system of ground robots. We
also validate the performance of the proposed approach by
comparison with the conventional UWB relative positioning
approach based on multilateration. In terms of the individual
ranging estimations, owing to various sources of UWB ranging
error, multiple studies have shown the significance of mitigat-
ing the UWB ranging error as part of the workflow of UWB
data processing [16]. To achieve this, we utilize an LSTM
network to calibrate the UWB range data prior to the particle
filter deployment.

Another key element with respect to existing works in
infrastructure-free UWB-based relative positioning is that we
assume that only a single UWB transceiver is available at each
robot. However, this also leads to the assumption of a common
two-dimensional yaw orientation reference, to allow for single-
range estimations. In summary, the main contributions of this
work are the following:

i. The design and development of a novel sequential Monte-
Carlo relative localization method fusing odometry and
ranging measurements, requiring a minimum of just one
range;

ii. The addition of an LSTM network for reducing individ-
ual range errors calibrated for individual pairs of UWB
transceivers; and

iii. The integration of cooperative spatial detections to further
increase the accuracy of the relative state estimation.

This approach’s effectiveness has been proved in various
patterns of robot movements, from simpler to more complex.
We also show that this approach works for accurate real-
time navigation. Additionally, we developed our code based
on ROS 2 and Zenoh for the application of scalable wirelessly
connected robots and verified the proposed approach in real-

world robot navigation beyond passive localization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

discusses related work about UWB relative state estimation
systems and spatial detection’s role in robotics. Section III
then introduces the proposed approach and the experimen-
tal settings for verification. Experimental results are shown
in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and
indicates potential future work directions.

II. RELATED WORK

This section covers the state-of-the-art UWB-based relative
localization, high-accuracy methods for UWB ranging, and
spatial object detections.

A. UWB for cooperative positioning

The majority of UWB positioning systems are based on
ranging between a mobile node, or tag, and a set of fixed nodes
in known locations, or anchors. This is the case of commer-
cial, out-of-the-box systems but most UWB-based localization
methods in the literature also rely on fixed anchors [17]. We
are however more interested in infrastructure-free relative lo-
calization methods where all UWB transceivers are potentially
mounted on mobile robots. This approach has the benefit of
being more flexible from an ad-hoc deployment perspective.
In multi-robot systems, infrastructure-free localization can also
significantly facilitate the positioning transition for robots from
indoor to outdoor scenarios.

Some studies utilize various approaches to estimate the
relative position among robots. These approaches are the
conventional approaches including multilateration with least
squares estimators [12] and different extended Kalman filter
(EKF) approaches depending on sensor data being fused [9].
Various machine learning approaches, including LSTM net-
works, have also been proposed in the literature [18]. Some
of the state-of-the-art works fuse UWB with other sensors
and estimators (IMU, LO, or VIO) through sliding window
optimization methods [5], [3]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, current methods achieving high accuracy still
require other estimators (e.g., lidar or visual odometry) or need
a higher number of ranges to be measured (either for each pair
of robots or with a higher number of robots).

B. UWB ranging error mitigation

Albeit the superior performance of UWB ranging in com-
parison with other wireless radio technologies, there are still
different sources of measurement errors. The most common
include multi-path propagation interference, electrical inter-
ference, or thermal noise. It is challenging but essential to
mitigate the error in individual ranging measurements be-
fore performing state estimation using these measurements as
the key component.There are several studies about applying
machine learning or deep neural network methods to model
the error [19], [20], [21]. In some cases with anchors, a
number of machine-learning approaches have been proposed.
For instance, in [20], an algorithm that combines machine
learning and the time resolution capabilities of UWB with



adaptive physical settings was proposed to enable the auto-
matic calibration of the anchor positions at the same time
when decreasing the ranging error. In another example, a semi-
supervised support vector machine (SVM) was proposed to
identify the NLOS and mitigate the ranging error by 10% [19].
Additionally, in [21], researchers demonstrated that autoen-
coders could achieve a decent performance of estimation
accuracy.

C. LSTM networks in UWB positioning system

Recent years have seen a growing interest in LSTM network
applications for UWB positioning systems. LSTM networks
are specially suited for time-series data, with UWB ranging
measurements being a clear example. Previous works on the
application of LSTM have primarily focused on anchor-based
UWB positioning systems. For example, researchers have
applied LSTM to directly estimate the user position with
anchors, which achieved competitive accuracy in a simulated
environment than the conventional approach, trilateration [18].
In [22], the authors applied an LSTM to estimate the UWB
measurements based on the prior measurements, took the
estimated ranges from LSTM as the correct ranges for the
positioning, and their experiments showed high accuracies
within 20 cm obtained by the proposed approach. By classify-
ing channel conditions with channel impulse response of the
received UWB signal with LSTM, in [1], the authors mitigated
the positioning degradation caused by the NLOS situations and
obtained accuracy improvement for the localization based on
the EKF.

D. Spatial object detection

Object detection and spatial positioning approaches have
been used in various computer vision and robotics applications
such as obstacle avoidance [23], grasping [24], autonomous
driving, and localization problems [25]. The spatial object
detection process refers to detecting and locating the target
object in the image, generating both a bounding box and a
3D or 6D object pose estimation. Thanks to advancements in
sensor technology, data from different sensors or a fusion of
them, such as RGB cameras, depth information, radars, and
LIDAR, are used to identify objects and their positions [26],
[27]. Zhao et al. [26] proposed an approach that employs 3D
point clouds for locating objects. The framework is paired with
a CNN model for visual object detection in the corresponding
image region. A common disadvantage of LiDAR sensors
is their relatively high cost, which makes them unsuitable
for multi-robot applications. Many algorithms use Monocular,
Stereo, and RGB-D cameras for place perception as they are
low-cost and have low computational complexity [28], [29].

E. ROS 2 and Zenoh

The Robot Operating System (ROS) is the de-facto stan-
dard in today’s mobile robots. ROS 2 is seeing increasing
adoption, driven by inherently better distribution, abstraction,
asynchrony, and modularity [30]. However, albeit the clear
contribution of these to the decentralized multi-robot systems,

multiple challenges remain in scaling up communication [31].
The communication middleware for ROS 2 is highly dependent
on the discovery system provided by Data Distribution Service
(DDS) protocol, removing the need for a central ROS master
as in ROS 1. However, the out-of-the-box performance of DDS
over wireless networks is unreliable with a large number of
ROS nodes and devices when peer autodiscovery is enabled.
A promising and more scalable solution is Zenoh, developed
under the Eclipse foundation.Zenoh is a protocol that claims to
have reduced by up to 99.97% the discovery traffic compared
with the other DDS communication. In our experiments, we
have seen significant qualitative performance improvements,
reliability as well as reduced latency, and increased bandwidth.
However, it is out of the scope of this paper to delve into a
quantitative analysis of the improvements Zenoh brings over
DDS.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section presents details of the multi-robot system for
which we design and develop a novel Monte-Carlo cooperative
localization method.

A. Hardware information

The mobile robot platforms applied in the experiments are
five Turtlebot4 Literobots, denoted Ri, i∈{0,1,2,3,4}. We use
these robots for both data collection and real-world navigation
based on our proposed UWB-based relative estate estimation
method. Figure 2 (b) shows the customized Turtlebot4 platform
where we equip a Qorvo DWM1001 UWB transceiverand an
OAK-D stereo camera (replacing the default OAK-D Lite).The
Turtlebot4 initially had one Raspberry Pi 4 Model B and
we add a Jetson Nano alongside it. The UWB transceivers
in this experiment were programmed to iteratively measure
the time of flight (ToF) between pairs to obtain ranging
measurements. The OAK-D stereo cameras provide poses of
the detected objects relative to the cameras. Regarding the
odometry information which has been utilized in our proposed
PF approach, the Turtlebot4 has its own IMU providing highly
accurate built-in odometry information.

Regarding the experimental site in figure 2(a), the robots
navigate within an arena with an OptiTrack motion capture
system providing the ground truth to verify the estimated
relative states of each robot. The operating area is approx.
8m× 9m× 5m. Inside the area, we place a static robot R4

and four moving robots Ri, i∈{0,1,2,3}. The former serves to
align references while the latter follows the paths shown in
figure 2(a) of a triangle, a X , a circle, and a rectangle, re-
spectively. It is worth mentioning that the origin of coordinate
XO2Y is the (0, 0) of the MOCAP system while the origin of
coordinate XO1Y is the static robot R4 we set as the origin
of the robots’ relative positions. We assume that robots have a
common orientation frame (e.g., through a compass) to allow
for single-range relative state estimation.

In terms of the objects for the robots to obtain spatial
detection, several selected objects including bottles, chairs, and
cups are arbitrarily placed inside and outside the experimental
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Fig. 2: Experimental site and platforms. Subfigure (a) shows the
motion capture (MOCAP) arena and the moving patterns of four
Turtlebot4 robots. Subfigure (b) shows the customized Turtlebot4
platform mounted with a single UWB transceiver, an OAK-D stereo
camera, and a Jetson Nano.

site. A pretrained YOLOv4 network is used, allowing for any
COCO object to be used for cooperative spatial detections.

B. Software information

Our system was built on the basis of ROS 2 for communi-
cation among robots. We deployed ROS 2 with Zenoh for the
scalability of the multi-robot system as Zenoh significantly
reduced the communication cost, while DDS remained the
internal middleware within each of the individual robots.
In ROS 2, the primary approach to communicating is to
send messages in the form of topics. The Turtlebot4 works
originally with ROS 2 and has a comprehensive ecosystem.
The topics and other services have the same names for each
robot. For differentiating the robots in the communication
of the multi-robot system, the original ROS 2 can work by
providing different namespaces. Adding the namespace, how-
ever, requires many modifications to Turtlebot4’s software to
make everything work including the ROS 2 navigation stack.
It is challenging to make them communicate efficiently while
keeping the robots as original as they were. Our solution
is to deploy Zenoh with ROS 2. The details can be seen in
figure 3. In the system, we have the robots, the Zenoh Router,
and the engine for localization and control. The engine for
localization and control is either a computer or any Raspberry
Pi or Jetson Nano from the robots. In our case, we deployed
it on our own laptop, but we show that the computational
resources of either embedded computer suffices. On the robot
side, as all the topics across the robots are the same, we
deployed the Zenoh clients with different ZENOH SCOPE
for each robot without changing any other settings within
the robot (common DDS domain id and topic names across
robots). We then hosted a Zenoh router for discovering and
transferring messages of the topics through the Zenoh DDS
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Fig. 3: Implementation of the System with ROS 2 and Zenoh

bridge 1 to the engine for localization and control, where we
receive the ground truth from the MOCAP system as well.
Each scope is mapped to a different domain id at the controller
end, with the DDS domain bridge merging these with topic
namespacing 2. It is worth mentioning that the topic names
are also the same in the receiving end, which is the engine,
so we can simplify the localization and control process. We
can take the odometry topic as an example. Within the robots,
it is \odom. However, in the Zenoh communication network,
the topic names will be \tb{i}\odom (where \tb{i} is the
Zenoh scope). In the localization engine, the topic names will
be \odom with different domain IDs, or again \tb{i}\odom at
the common domain id (with \tb{i} now acting as a ROS topic
namespace). Our core code for the particle filter localization
is based on the pfilter library3and we rewrote parts of it to suit
our program. For LSTM-based UWB ranging error estimation,
we applied TensorFlow Keras to build our own model and
performed the training and real-world inference.

C. LSTM network for UWB ranging error estimation

In this study, we utilized three variants of LSTM networks.
The specific variants are (i) stacked LSTM, (ii) bidirectional
LSTM, and (iii) convLSTM. These models were trained sepa-
rately for each UWB pair. The inputs of these networks are the
UWB range of the UWB pair, UR, and the two orientations
of robots, OR0 and OR1, where the UWB pair is equipped.
Details about the applied LSTM network information can be
seen in Figure 4.

For estimating the current UWB ranging error, the LSTM
takes n steps frames of the data [UR,OR0, OR1] as the
input. The output of the dense layer at the end of the LSTM
network is then a single UWB ranging error.

The individual LSTM networks are trained using data
from a separate experiment using the same robots in the

1https://github.com/eclipse-zenoh/zenoh-plugin-dds
2https://github.com/ros2/domain bridge
3https://github.com/johnhw/pfilter

https://github.com/eclipse-zenoh/zenoh-plugin-dds
https://github.com/ros2/domain_bridge
https://github.com/johnhw/pfilter


Algorithm 1: Proposed PF approach for the multi-robot relative state
estimation.

There are n number of robots; i ∈ (1 ∼ n); j ∈ (1 ∼ n);
Robot or UWBpair: pi,j ;
Input:

UWB range between the pair pi,j : URpi,j ;
Spatial detection information (detected object poses relative to

cameras) of robot pi,j (if there are objects detected): SDpi,j ;
Odometry data of the robot i: Oi;

Output:
State estimations of robots: Si ← (xi, yi), i ∈ (1 ∼ n)

while new URpi,j do
UWB ranging error: UREpi,j ← stactedLSTM(URpi,j )
Corrected UWB ranges: CURpi,j ← URpi,j − UREpi,j
At t = 0, initialize particles P based on Oi at time t = 0 with
a Gaussian distribution
if P was initialized then

Calculate the movements of P based on the Oi;
if number of SDpi,j >0 then

for All detection pairs from SDpi,j do
The relative vector between robots:
Rpi,j ← SDpi − SDpj ;
Dpi,j ← |Rpi,j |;
if |Dpi,j − CURpi,j | <0.20m then

Two robots detect the same object at the
moment;

new meas← CURpi,j ,Rpi,j ;
else

pass

else
new meas← CURpi,j

Update filter
feed new meas;
update hypothesis of particles;
update weights based one new meas;
update particles;
Calculate mean values among particles to be the Si;

else
pass

Stop updating particles if there is no new URpi,j ;

same location. Therefore, we expect the networks to be able
to model antenna delays and predict potential errors based
on the relative orientation of the antennas. This limits the
generalization of the results, but we do separate in time the
training data from the final experiments reported in this paper.

D. Proposed Monte-Carlo relative sate estimation

The conceptual working diagram of the proposed PF is
shown in figure 1. The pseudocode is shown in the 1. Prior
to the PF process, an LSTM model was trained and employed
to estimate the ranging error between each UWB pair. As
demonstrated in the following experiment, LSTM inference
can be performed in real-time. We directly integrated this
process at the point of reception of the UWB ranges. The effi-
cacy of the LSTM model was evaluated through experiments,
demonstrating its capability for real-time inference.

At the beginning of the PF process and after all the required
data is ready, we initialize our particles with the odometry data
from each robot in a Gaussian-distributed manner. After the
initialization, the PF incorporates the UWB ranges from all
pairs of UWB tags between the Turtlebot4 robots as the input
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(units = 50, return = True)

Dropout
(rate = 0.3)
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(units = 50)

Dropout
(rate = 0.3)

Bidirectional LSTM
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Fig. 4: The layer details of LSTM variants applied in this experiment.
UR is the UWB range, OR0 is the orientation of one robot and OR1
is from the other robot in the robot pair.

of the PF. Additionally, as the robots continuously carry out
the spatial detections, we compare each pair of detections from
each robot and calculate the relative pose between two robots
detecting the same object. We then utilize the relative pose of
the robot pair calculated via spatial detection as an additional
input of PF, whenever available. In the determination of
the spatial detection from the same object obtained by two
robots, we compared the relative range calculated based on the
spatial detection with the UWB range among the robots. Only
ranges within a threshold of the UWB range are accepted and
identified as measurements obtained from an object in both
robot’s field of view.

E. Evaluation on multiple mobile computing platforms

As there are multiple popular computing platforms for
multi-robot systems nowadays, it is valuable to provide a
performance evaluation of the proposed approach as a ref-
erence for research in the field. We evaluated the memory
consumption and the computation time on platforms including
an Intel computer, an NVIDIA Jetson Nano, and a Raspberry
Pi 4B in Turtlebot4. The Intel computer has 32 GB of DDR4
RAM memory while the Jetson Nano and Raspberry Pi 4B
have 4 GB RAM memory. We run the PF code without the
LSTM for the UWB ranging error correction as it requires
GPU support. More detailed specifications of the computing
platforms can be found in Table I. In our experiments, the
Jetson Nano is needed for both spatial detections and LSTM
deployment. However, the majority of the computation regard-
ing spatial detection (both the YOLO detector and the depth
data fusion) is done onboard the OAK-D camera on the robots
and does not need a GPU in the companion computer.

F. Navigation based on proposed relative state estimation

To validate the relative state estimated by our PF approach
we estimate both positioning and navigation errors. For the
positioning error, the robots follow trajectories using the
MOCAP data as feedback for the controller. In the autonomous
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Fig. 5: Comparison of different LSTM variants on the estimation
of UWB ranging error. SL, BL, and CL denote stacked LSTM,
bidirectional LSTM, and convLSTM, respectively.

navigation part, we set one robot performing a navigation task
in the shape of a rectangle using the aforementioned relative
position method for the controller feedback.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now discuss the results from different localization and
navigation experiments. We analyze both single ranging errors
as well as positioning and trajectory tracking errors.

A. UWB ranging error modeling

Figure 5a shows the Mean Square Error (MSE) of different
LSTM variants, including the stacked LSTM (SL), bidirec-
tional LSTM (BL), and convLSTM (CL). Figure 5b shows the
computation time of these LSTM-based UWB ranging error
estimation approaches.

According to these results, all the estimation processes
can be deployed at frequencies above 10HZ while achieving
significantly low MSE values. In particular, SL and BL can
reach more than 20HZ in real-time. Based on these results,
we utilized SL in the following experiments.

B. Relative State Estimation for a Single UWB range

We evaluated the proposed relative state estimation ap-
proach for a single UWB range from the perspectives of the
Absolute Pose Error (APE) and the trajectory with the ground
truth. In the results, we denote by PF U, PF UL, and PF ULV,
respectively, the particle filter with only UWB ranges, stacked
LSTM corrected UWB ranges, and both the corrected UWB
ranges and dynamic spatial detections.

For the specific experiment involving a single UWB range
measurement between two robots, conventional multilateration
methods can not calculate the relative position between the

TABLE I: Specifications of the computing platforms.

Computing Platform PROCESSOR Memory (GB)

Intel PC 11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-11900H @ 2.5GHZ 32
Jetson Nano Quad-core ARM Cortex-A57 64-bit @ 1.43 GH 4

Raspberry Pi 4B Quad-core ARM Cortex-A72 64-bit @ 1.5 GHz 4
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Fig. 6: Average positioning error (APE) for the two-robot, single-
range positioning experiment.

robots. Therefore, in this part, we only analyze the MSE values
and the trajectories of PF U, PF UL, and PF ULV.

According to Figure 6, we can improve the proposed PF by
estimating the UWB ranging error. Moreover, by integrating
the external objects’ spatial information, we can further lower
the APE value of the proposed PF with LSTM. Figure 7 shows
the trajectories of these proposed methods.

4 5 6 7
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) PF U
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GT

Fig. 7: Trajectory of the state estimation based on single UWB range.

C. Relative state estimation for multiple UWB ranges

Figure 8 shows the APE values of four different approaches
applied to four robots moving in four different patterns.
We denote by Multi the multilateration error in the figure.
As we can see from the figure, our proposed PF approach
significantly outperforms multilateration. Moreover, in most
cases, utilizing the LSTM network and integrating external
objects’ spatial information can improve the performance of
the proposed PF. To give a concrete idea, figure 11 shows the
trajectories of four different robots moving in four different
patterns.
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Fig. 9: CPU utilization of the different methods for (a) Jetson Nano,
(b) Raspberry Pi 4B, and (c) Intel PC.

D. Resources consumption

Figure 9 shows the CPU usage of the proposed approaches
on Intel PC, Jetson Nano, and Raspberry Pi 4B. According to
the figure, the CPU utilization for the programs running on
Jetson Nano and Raspberry Pi 4B is around 20%, which is
relatively low. Additionally, the memory consumption of the
proposed PF approach is always below 500M across all the
platforms. It is worth mentioning that the program running on
different computing platforms is to calculate the relative state
of all four robots and not just individual states.

E. Navigation performance

Figure 10a shows the APE value for the positioning error
while operating the navigation task. The Absolute Trajectory
Error (ATE) is shown in figure 10a to demonstrate the per-
formance of the robot following the given path. Figure 10b
shows the trajectories.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a relative Monte Carlo multi-robot
localization approach, concretely a particle filter relative state
estimator that fuses inter-robot UWB ranges, robot odometry,
and cooperative spatial detections. Contrary to conventional
approaches like multilateration, our approach can estimate the
relative position even from a single UWB range. We also
provide an LSTM network trained for each UWB pair to
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Fig. 10: (a) shows Absolute trajectory error (ATE) and absolute
positioning error (APE) for the real-time Turtlebot4 navigation. (b)
shows the trajectories.
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Fig. 11: Trajectories of robots moving with different patterns for
different relative state estimation approaches.

predict the ranging error, which has proven to be accurate
and work in real time. The accuracy and real-time features
justified the capability of applying the LSTM network to
every UWB ranging measurement before feeding to the pro-
posed particle filter. Additionally, our approach dynamically
integrates cooperative spatial detections from the mounted
stereo cameras when available. Specifically, as long as the
same external objects are detected by two or more robots, the
proposed particle filter dynamically takes the spatial informa-
tion extracted between the two robots as inputs. According
to the experimental results, our approach clearly outperforms
multilateration for relative state estimation. Furthermore, the
LSTM and external spatial information can improve the perfor-



mance of the proposed approach with only the original UWB
data. Finally, we evaluated our approach and program based
on ROS 2 and Zenoh on several popular mobile computing
platforms to provide references for our colleagues in the
robotics field. We found that our approach has low CPU utility
and memory consumption, allowing for scalability.

Future work will be directed towards decentralizing the im-
plementation of the proposed relative Monte Carlo multi-robot
localization approach, currently having each robot compute
the state of all robots in the system. Further leveraging this
approach for multi-modal sensing and GPS spoof resilience is
also under the scope of the next steps.
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